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INNOVATIVE FORMS OF BUSINESS: REALIZATION OF YOUTH POTENTIAL 
 
Innovative business is considered to be the economy of future and it is engaged in production of 
innovative goods and services. There are the following forms of innovative business: 
 Products oriented. It means there is some range of new goods winning and influencing markets 
through getting more and more customers and improving financial situation of its producers. One of such 
goods is, for instance, a mobile phone. 
 Socially oriented. Such innovations improve social policy and activity. In this case we can speak 
about different kinds of foundations, public organizations, etc. 
 Technologically oriented. These innovations are increasing labor productivity, improvement of labor 
safety measures. Such kinds of technologies are highly ecological and they are focused on environment 
protection. 
 Management oriented. These forms are modernizing and updating companies’ organizational 
structures and management. One of features of such forms is developing and increasing each worker’s 
motivation. 
 Innovative business ideas are mostly in the field of small business. For example, 3D doors or hand-
made products. 
The realization of innovations in economy and businessdepends largely on specialists’innovative 
potential, e. g. theirability to create new approaches to solving problems. 
Generally speaking any innovative potential can be determine as ability: 
 to percept new information and increase professional knowledge; 
 to generate new competitive ideas; 
 to find new solutions of challenges and non-standard tasks. 
It should be noted that the effective realization of young people potential is the key to Belarus national 
securitybeingstrongly correlated with our country’s overall development strategy. 
The most popular domains of youth’s innovationsare fashion, music, IT-products (software) and 
design of services. Such innovations are quite different. They can be initiated and designed by young people 
or initiated by adults and then developed by youth. The domains are not mutually exclusive. As we can see, 
many countercultural projects became commercially successful and popular, for instance, ones byrecord 
producers like Malcolm McLaren or designers such as Vivienne Westwood, or, morerecently, computer 
gameWorld of tanks by young people from Belarus and Cyprus. 
There are some ways to enhance innovative potential. First, encouraging the use of national and local 
media to promote positive images of young people and youth’s innovations.Second, developinginnovation 
toolkits to support young people in their activity. New toolkits should be properly targeted with young 
innovators leading and managing their development.Third, providing access to networks for consultative 
support youth’s initiatives. It might be done through partnering with companiesrunningbusiness or 
professional networks. Forth, providing more staff development for adults working with children and young 
people in order they knew how to support youth’s innovation. Fifth, providing“spaces” or “places” to 
support any innovations by young people. “Spaces” can be opportunities or challenges, both within the 
school curriculum and outside of formal education, that enable young people to exercise their problem-
solving, open mind and teamwork skills on important issues. Spaces can also be virtual ones that enable 
young people to collaborate, test out their ideas and get support. Sixth, recognizing, celebrating and 
rewarding organizational support for youth’s innovations through existing “badging” schemes such as 
specialist schools, extended schools and eco-schools. 
 
